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This paper introduces a special class of cellular automata, called triangle cellular 
automata, which accept as input strings of length a power of two. In particular, we 
study the special case in which state information can only move upward through a 
complete binary tree of finite-state automata. It is shown that this class of cellular 
automata can accept various string languages in O(log n) time, where n is the 
length of the input string defining the initial states of the leaf vertices in the tree. 
Extensions to two dimensions, defining a pyramid cellular automaton, are also 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies the language acceptance capabilities of cellular 
automata when augmented with additional cells and when restricted as to 
directions of information flow. The goal of this work is to gain insight into 
the factors which influence the acceptance power and speed of cellular 
automata. In problems where data from distant processors are required, 
variations on the standard cellular structure may be desirable in order to 
decrease the data routing time. In addition, because cellular machines have 
the properties of modularity and simple, regular communication geometries, 
they are important models for studying parallel algorithms and parallel 
architectures which can be implemented in VLSI technology. 
In particular, this paper introduces a class of cellular automata, called 
triangle cellular automata, which accept input strings of length a power of 
two. Informally, a triangle cellular automaton is a triangular stack of one- 
dimensional bounded cellular automata, where the bottom row is of length 
2", the next lowest 2 "-1, and so on, until the (n + 1)st level consists of a 
single cell (finite-state automaton). Each cell has five neighbors--two cells 
on the level below, its left and right neighbors on its own level, and one cell 
on the level above. Section 2 formally defines such automata, including some 
simplified variants which restrict he neighborhood of a cell. The language- 
accepting power of these automata is also established. 
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Section 3 considers the case in which a cell's neighbors are its two sons 
only, so that (state) information can only move upward from the base to the 
apex ("bottom-up") through a complete binary tree of cells. Algorithms are 
presented for accepting formal languages uch as equality, majority, and 
detecting and counting local properties, all in O(log diameter) time, where 
diameter is the length of the string. 
Section 4 introduces the two-dimensional nalogs of cellular triangles, 
called pyramid cellular automata. Here we define an exponentially tapering 
"pyramid" of two-dimensional bounded cellular automata, where the input 
array is of size 2 n by 2 n. 
2. TRIANGLE CELLULAR AUTOMATA 
2.1. Definitions 
Informally, a one-dimensional bounded cellular automaton (CA) is a 
string of identical finite-state machines, or cells, each connected to its left 
and right neighbors. See (Smith, 1972), for example, for a formal definition 
of this well-studied class of automata. 
A triangle cell C is a pair (Q, 6), where Q is a finite, nonempty set of 
elements called states, and fi: Q6._~ Q is called the state transition function 
(in the nondeterministic case 6:Q6 _, 2Q). 
A triangle cellular automaton Z is defined as a 4-tuple (C, QI, ~, #),  
where C = (Q, 6) is a triangle cell, Q1 _ Q is a set of input states, ~ E QI is a 
special quiescent state, and # C Q1 is a special boundary state. 
Consider the complete binary tree of height n in which each vertex is 
denoted by a pair (k, i), where k is the level of the vertex in the tree (the 
root is on level n) and i means the vertex is the ith one from the left on its 
level. Z consists of an assignment of its triangle cell C to each vertex in this 
tree. Those cells whose states are the arguments of 6 for a given cell (k, i) 
consist of, respectively, cell (k, i); its left and right brothers, cells (k, i -  1) 
and (k, i + 1); its left and right sons, cells (k - 1, 2i - 1) and (k - 1, 2i); and 
its father, cell (k + 1, [//2]). We assume that surrounding the triangle is a 
border of cells in the boundary state #, so that every cell in the triangle has 
all of its five neighbors defined. This corresponds to the boundedness 
condition in CA's that forces a fixed, finite set of cells to be in non-# states 
at each step. Specifically, O is restricted such that c~(q~ ..... q6) = # iff q~ = # 
(in the nondeterministic ase, if #C 3(q~ ..... q6) then q l =# and 
~(ql ..... q6) = {#}, for arbitrary q2 ..... q6 in Q; if ql =# then 
~(ql , '", q6) = {#})" 
The apex cell of Z is called the root, and the bottom level of 2 n cells, the 
base. Z has height n and 2 n+~ - 1 non-# cells. Figure 1 shows the structure 
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FIG. I. A triangle cellular automaton with a base of length 8. 
of a triangle cellular automaton with base length eight, where neighbor cells 
are joined by line segments. 
A configuration of Z is an assignment of states from Q to each non-# cell 
in Z. A step of computation consists of a simultaneous state transition at 
each (non-#) cell of Z. An input configuration is a configuration before the 
first step such that the string of base cells' states (called the input string to 
Z) is of the form qlq2 "'" q2., where qi E Q1 - {~, #} for all 1 ~< i ~< 2", and 
all other cells are in the quiescent state ~. 
A triangle cellular acceptor (TCA) is a pair M= (Z, QA), where Z - -  
(C, Q~, ~,#) is a triangle cellular automaton with cell C= (Q, 6), and 
QA --- Q is a finite, nonempty set called the set of accepting states. We say 
that a string tr is accepted by a TCA M if given the initial configuration 
defined by input string tr, the root enters an accepting state after some 
number of steps. The language accepted by M is defined as the set of all 
strings accepted by it. Note that each of these strings has length 2" for some 
non-negative integer n. 
A TCA M is said to accept a language within time T(2") if, for any string 
of length 2" in the language, M accepts the string within T(2") steps, where 
T: Ilq ~ N. T(2")= c.  2", c a constant, is called diameter or linear time. 
T(2") = cn k is called log k diameter time. Since the triangle has only n + 1 
levels, each cell is at most distance 2n from any other. Hence the lower 
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bound acceptance time for nontrivial TCA's is log diameter time. (Recall 
that for nontrivial CA's the lower bound acceptance time is diameter time.) 
The increase in cells required to achieve this potential time saving is 
moderate--there are less than twice as many cells in a TCA as in a 
CA (1 + 1/2 + 1/4 + . . . .  2). 
Alternative definitions can be given which restrict he neighborhood size 
of a cell, and hence information transmission through a TCA. In particular, 
we now define a simplification in which the only neighbors of a cell are its 
sons, so that state information can move only one way up the triangle. 
A bottom-up triangle cell is a pair C = (Q, 6), where Q is the state set and 
6 is the transition function, modified to be 6: Q3~ Q in the deterministic 
case, 6:Q3 _~ 2 Q in the nondeterministic case. A bottom-up triangle cellular 
automaton is a 4-tuple (C, QI, t~,#), where QI, 9, and # are defined as 
before, and C is a bottom-up triangle cell. In this case the next state of a cell 
depends only on the current states of that cell and its left and right sons. A 
bottom-up triangle cellular acceptor (UTCA) is a pair (Z, QA), where Z is a 
bottom-up triangle automaton and QA is the set of accepting states. 
Similarly, we can define another simplification of TCA's in which the 
neighbors of a cell are its sons and father only. Here state information can 
move both up and down, but not sidewise, in the triangle. The formal 
definition of this up-down triangle cellular acceptor (UDTCA) follows the 
TCA definition; only the state transition function needs to be modified. 
2.2. Relation to Other Language Classes 
It is well known that the class of nondeterministic (deterministic) CA 
languages is equivalent o the class of (deterministic) context-sensitive 
languages (Smith, 1972). (Dyer, 1979) shows that nondeterministic (deter- 
ministic) TCA's and UDTCA's are equivalent o nondeterministic (deter- 
ministic) CA's. Hence nondeterministic (deterministic) TCA's and 
UDTCA's accept precisely the (deterministic) ontext-sensitive languages. 
Nondeterministic UTCA's have also been shown (Dyer, 1979) to accept 
precisely the context-sensitive languages. In the deterministic case, however, 
we now show that the class of deterministic UTCA languages is strictly 
contained in the class of deterministic context-sensitive languages and strictly 
contains the finite-state languages. 
THEOREM. There exists a language which & accepted by a determin&t& 
CA, but which is not accepted by any deterministic UTCA. 
Proof It is well known that there exists a language L which is accepted 
by an n2-tape-bounded Turing acceptor, but not by any n-tape-bounded 
Turing acceptor. Let L '=  {abl"12-1"lltrCL }, where b is a special symbol 
not in the tape alphabet of L. L' is accepted by an n-tape-bounded Turing 
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acceptor since it can simulate an n2-tape-bounded Turing acceptor on input 
string or, and also verify that the proper number of b's is present. 
Suppose L '  were accepted by a UTCA M. We now show that because 
most of its input consists of b's, M can be simulated by a X/if-tape-bounded 
Turing acceptor. Since lal = v/if, this implies that if L '  is accepted by M, 
then L is accepted by an n-tape-bounded Turing acceptor--a contradiction. 
Let 2 n be the smallest power of 2 greater than or equal to I~r I. In the initial 
configuration of M, the input string o defines the initial states of at most the 
first 2" cells of the base, and the remaining 22" - 2" cells are in state b. Since 
M is deterministic, any two cells on the same level having identical initial 
subtree configurations must have identical state sequences. For example, on 
level 0 there are at least 2 2n -- 2n cells with the initial subtree configuration 
b 
/ \  
# # 
Since all of these cells have identical state sequences, there are at most 
2 n + 1 distinct level 0 cells, namely, 2 n non-b cells and one b-cell. (Actually, 
there are at most I Qzl distinct non-b cells, but because their ancestor cells 
may have distinct subtrees, we must save these cells in order to compute 
higher level cells' state sequences.) 
On level k, 0 ~< k ~< n, there are 2 zn-k cells, 2n-kof which have non-b's in 
their bases, while the others have identical all-b bases. Thus there are at most 
2 "-k + 1 distinct cells on level k. On each of levels n + 1 through 2n there is 
exactly one cell with non-b's in its base; hence there are just two distinct 
state sequences for cells on any one of these levels. Summing, we find that 
there are at most 2 "+1 + 3n - 1 distinct cell types in M. Thus while M has 
0(2 z") cells, only 0(2 ") of them have distinct state sequences. Based on this, 
a 2"-tape-bounded Turing acceptor T which simulates M can be constructed. 
Details are left to the reader. II 
We now show that UTCA's are stronger than finite-state acceptors 
(FSA's), and can simulate them in log diameter time. We first show that 
UTCA's can simulate FSA's. It suffices to show this for an FSA, call it A, 
that is one-way and deterministic, since such A's can simulate two-way or 
nondeterministic FSA's. 
Given FSA A = (Q, 27, 3, q~,F), where Q = {ql  ..... qm} is the nonempty, 
finite state set, 27 is the set of tape symbols, 3: Q × z ~ Q is the transition 
function, ql C Q is the starting state, and F_~ Q is the set of accepting states, 
we construct a UTCA M which simulates A as follows. Given input string a 
to A, pad tr with b's at its right end so that M's input string length is a power 
of 2. At time step 1 each base cell of M having input value z E 27, constructs 
the vector (Pl ..... Pm), where p; = 6(qi, z); pi = q~ if z = b. That is, Pi is the 
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state that A goes into if it reads symbol z while in state q~, 1 ~< i ~< m. (The 
condition Pi = qi if z = b implies that if A reads a b it continues to move but 
does not change state.) Thus this vector defines a function from Q into Q. 
Each nonbase cell c on level k computes at time step k + 1 a vector of 
states (p~ ..... Pro), where Pi is the state which A would enter if it started in 
state qi and scanned the segment of the input 
for the base cells by the preceding paragraph. 
e' and e" of e, having vectors (p] ..... p ' )  and 
c computes its vector by composing its sons' 
input string in the base of c'), input string in 
l <~ i <~ m. 
string in c's base. This is true 
Suppose it is true for the sons 
(p'[ ..... p~), respectively. Then 
vectors, i.e., since Pi = 6(&(qi, 
the base of c"), then Pi = P'p';, 
In particular, the root cell of M computes its vector  (Pl,'",Pm) at time 
step n + 1, this vector specifies the state that A would enter if it scanned the 
entire input string, starting in state q;, 1 ~< i ~< m. Since ql is A's starting 
state, A will be in state Pl 'after scanning a. Thus M's root cell enters an 
accepting state at time step n + 1 iff p~ E F, A's set of accepting states. 
Finally, notice that while A requires diameter steps to accept a string in its 
language, M takes just log diameter steps. 
UTCA's can also accept many languages that cannot be accepted by any 
FSA. For example, {xmymb t]n = 1, 2,..., ; 2m + I = 2 n} cannot be accepted by 
any FSA but can be accepted by a UTCA in log diameter time using the 
counting technique described in Section 3.3. (A similar construction shows 
that UTCA's can accept languages that are not even context-free, e.g., 
{xmymumvmb t] n = 2, 3,...; 4m + l = 2"}.) Thus UTCA's are strictly stronger 
than FSA's in language-accepting power. 
3. BOTTOM-UP TRIANGLE LANGUAGES 
We now establish that UTCA's, the weakest variant of triangle cellular 
acceptors in which state information can only move up the triangle, can 
accept a variety of string languages. Throughout this section we assume that 
the size of the triangle base is 2", so that the height is n. The levels will be 
numbered 0 through n starting from the base. To simplify the exposition, 
UTCA's will not be defined in terms of states and transition functions; 
rather, we will specify algorithms in terms of transmitting and receiving 
information between son and father cells. 
As a trivial first example, a UTCA can accept he set of strings of O's and 
l's (of length a power of two) in which the number of l's is even. Briefly, all 
cells on level k compute the parity of the l's in their bases at time step k 
from the parities of their sons (computed at the previous step). If both sons 
have the same parity, then the current cell's parity is even, otherwise it is 
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odd. In particular, at time step n the root's parity is determined, and if it is 
even then the UTCA enters an accepting state. 
3.1. Loca l  Property Detection 
First, consider the trivial problem of detecting the presence (or absence) of 
a specific value z in the input string. This can be done as follows: each base 
cell compares its input value to z, and if they match, the cell transmits a 
"match bit" to its father. Otherwise, a "no-match bit" is transmitted to 
indicate that the matching has been performed. If a father receives a match 
bit from any of its sons, it transmits a match bit to its own father; otherwise, 
it transmits a no-match bit. In particular, if the root cell receives a match bit, 
it outputs a success ignal, and if not, a failure signal. The time required for 
this algorithm is just log diameter steps. 
For a UTCA, detecting arbitrary local patterns is harder. The problem is 
that if the pattern is in a bad position, say exactly in the middle of the base, 
the cells at a bounded height above the base cannot see all of it, hence 
cannot detect it. (This problem would not arise if the cells on each level 
looked at overlapping neighborhoods on the level below; but this would 
require a linearly, rather than exponentially, tapering triangle, the height of 
which would be proportional to the base diameter rather than to its 
logarithm, so that log diameter time operation would no longer be possible.) 
We now show how arbitrary local patterns can be detected by a UTCA 
using the following brute-force approach. Suppose that the desired pattern 
has length m. Each cell on level [log m] receives a copy of the entire portion 
B of the base below it, and decides which (if any) of the following conditions 
holds for that portion: 
(a) The entire pattern is present in B. We denote this condition by t. 
(b) An initial segment of the pattern of length i is present at the right 
end of B, 1 ~< i < m. This condition will be denoted by t i. 
(c) A terminal segment of the pattern of length j is present at the left 
end of B, 1 ~<j < m. We denote this condition by t). 
If none of these conditions holds, we denote that fact by f Note that more 
than one of them can hold simultaneously. The set of those that do hold can 
be represented by a bit pattern of length 2m. This bit pattern is transmitted 
to the cells on the next level above, and these cells now operate as follows: 
(a) If t is received from either son, transmit . 
(b) If t i is received from the left son, and t "  i from the right son, 
1 ~< i < m, transmit . 
(c) Otherwise, transmit he left son's tj information and the right son's 
t i information (if none, transmit f) .  
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Thus these cells too transmit only a bounded amount of information. The 
process is now repeated. It is clear that the root cell will transmit iff the 
desired pattern is present, and that the entire process takes log diameter time 
steps. 
3.2. Local Property Counting 
We next show that a UTCA can count, in 2 log diameter times steps, the 
number of occurrences of some particular symbol z in its input. Specifically, 
the apex cell will output, at time steps n to 2n, the n + 1 bits in the binary 
representation f this number (which lies between 0 and 2n), least significant 
bit first. 
The counting algorithm is defined inductively; we shall prove that at time 
steps k to 2k, each cell on level k outputs the number of z's in its base, least 
significant bit first. To initialize this, each base cell outputs, at the end of 
time step 0, a 1 if its input value is z, and a 0 otherwise. Now consider a cell 
c on the (k -t- 1)st level. By the induction hypothesis, it receives from its sons 
at the end of time steps k ..... 2k the numbers of z's in their base segments, c 
can now function as a serial adder: at time step k + 1 it sums the two least 
significant bits of its sons' numbers and stores the sum and carry bits. At the 
end of step k ÷ 1 it outputs the sum bit. At step k ÷ 2 it receives the next 
least significant bits from its sons, adds them to the carry bit. This process is 
repeated at steps k + 3 ..... 2k. At the end of step 2k ÷ 1, c outputs the sum 
bit resulting from the last addition step, and at step 2k ÷ 2 it outputs the 
carry bit resulting from that step. Clearly c's outputs at steps k + 1 ..... 2k + 2 
are just the bits of the sum of its sons' outputs, i.e., the number of z's in c's 
base segment. 
Note that the base cells output their bits at time step 0 only. From this, it 
is easy to see that the cells on level k produce no output after the end of time 
step 2k. The total time required by the algorithm is 2n steps, i.e., log 
diameter time. 
We next show that a UTCA can count the number of occurrences of an 
arbitrary local pattern in 2 log diameter time steps. That is, the root cell will 
output, at time steps n through 2n, the n + 1 bits in the binary representation 
of this number, least significant bit first. 
Suppose that the desired pattern has length rn = 2 t. Each cell on level l 
receives at step l a copy of the entire portion B of the base below it and 
outputs, at the end of step l, 
(a) a 1 if B matches the pattern, and a 0 otherwise; 
(b) B m, the leftmost segment of B of length m - 1, and 
(c) B ' ,  the rightmost segment of B of length m - 1. 
Now consider a cell c on the (k + 1)st level. By the induction hypothesis, 
it receives from its sons at the end of time steps k ..... 2k the number of 
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instances of the given pattern and the segments B m and B~, in their base 
segments. Let Bml ' B'ml be the values for c's left son, and Bin2, B'm2 the values 
for c's right son. c outputs its leftmost and rightmost segments, Brn I and B~, 2, 
at the end of time step k + 1. In addition, B~ II Bm2 is the length 2(m - 1) 
segment centered on the middle of c's base.' At most rn -  1 occurrences of 
the pattern can extend across c's mid-base cell and all the information for 
checking these m - 1 positions is contained in the string B'~ [[ Bin2 . Hence 
at step k + 1 c can compute and store the number of times, s, that the pattern 
is found crossing c's midpoint and then add the least significant bit of s to 
the sum of the least significant bits of its sons' counts, which have just been 
received. At step k + 2 c computes its next least significant bit by adding the 
next bits from its sons and the next bit from s. This process is repeated at 
steps k+ 3,.., k+ l, since s is an /-bit value. For the remaining steps 
k + l + 1 ..... 2k + 2, c just sums the next least significant bits from its sons. 
Clearly c's outputs at steps k + 1 ..... 2k + 2 are just the bits of the sum of its 
sons' counts and its own count, i.e., the number of times the given pattern 
occurs in c's base. In particular, the root outputs the number of occurrences 
of the given pattern in the input string at time steps n through 2n. 
3.3. Connectivity, Equality and Majority 
The set of strings of y's and z's in which the z's are connected have at 
most one run of z's. Therefore a UTCA can recognize this set by counting 
the number of yz patterns and adding one to the sum if there is a z at the left 
end of the input. The root enters an accepting state after log diameter time 
steps if its count is either zero or one; otherwise, it enters a rejecting state. 
A UTCA can easily check whether the number of z's in its input is equal 
to, or greater than, the number of y's by simultaneously counting both of 
them and comparing the counts in log diameter time. Less trivially, a UTCA 
can check whether its input contains exactly two connected runs of z's both 
of which have the same length. It verifies that there are exactly two runs by 
the technique given above. At the same time, it counts the z's to the left of 
the leftmost zy pattern by a straightforward extension of the counting 
algorithm to inhibit counting z's that lie to the right of a zy. (Specifically: 
besides transmitting numbers of z's, each cell also outputs a special signal 
that indicates whether its part of the base contains the pattern zy. If a cell 
receives this signal from its left son, it copies the left son's count of z's and 
ignores the right son's count; otherwise, it adds the two counts. Readily, this 
results in the cell's counting the number of z's to the left of the leftmost zy 
under it in the base.) Simultaneously, the UTCA counts the z's to the right 
of the rightmost yz pattern, and it compares these two counts, which allows 
it to determine whether the runs have equal length (or, for that matter, 
' The symbol []denotes concatenation. 
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whether a particular one of them has greater length than the other). Again, 
this is a log diameter time algorithm. 
3.4. Balanced Parentheses 
A Dyck language generated by a grammar with two terminal symbols 
defines a set of well-formed parenthesis strings. We now describe a UTCA 
which accepts this set in log 2 diameter time. We assume that the length of 
the input string is a power of two, although the algorithm is easily modified 
to accept arbitrary length strings which are padded with a special symbol to 
be a power of two in length. 
Note first that, given any parenthesis string, we can reduce it to the form 
)i(j, where i/> 0 and j /> 0, by repeatedly cancelling adjacent pairs ( ); i.e., 
given two strings whose reduced forms are )i(j and )h(t, the reduced form of 
their concatenation is 
)i+h-j(t, i f j  ~ h; )i(t+j-~, i f j  > h. 
A string is well formed iff its reduced form is the null string (i = j  = 0). Thus 
a UTCA can recognize well-formed parenthesis trings if each cell can 
compute the reduced form of the parenthesis string in the part of the base 
below it; the UTCA accepts iff the apex cell's form is )0(0. 
Evidently a cell just above the base can compute its reduced form; this is 
just [i,j], where i = j  = 0 if the base contains ( ); i = 1,j = 1 if the base is )(; 
i = 2, j  = 0 if it is )); and i = 0,j  = 2 if it is ((. Suppose, then, that each cell 
transmits its i and j counts to its father, as in the standard counting 
algorithm, using two separate "channels" to count i's and f s  simultaneously. 
In order for the father to compute its own count, given the [i,j] and [h, I] 
counts of its sons, the father must first determine whether j ~ h or j > h. It 
can do this as it receives the counts for the first time; and it must then 
receive them a second time in order to do the necessary addition and 
subtraction (i + h - j  or l + j -  h). 
The timing of this process is as follows: Each cell receives the inputs from 
its sons and compares them to determine whether or not j ~< h. For a cell on 
level k, these inputs have k bits, since the numbers are between 0 and 2 k- 1 
inclusive. The next time it receives them, it computes its own (k + 1)-bit 
outputs. It then waits for the inputs to begin again, and computes its outputs 
again; this process is repeated. Each cell transmits a special flag bit 
whenever it begins outputting, so that its father can tell when its inputs 
begin. 
Readily, a cell on level k first begins to receive its k-bit inputs at step 
k(k + 1)/2. It may not begin to receive them again immediately because of 
the possible waiting times mentioned above; but the delay, if any, is at most 
k time steps. Thus it can compute and transmit its (k + 1)-bit outputs at 
643/48/1-5 
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steps separated by  not more than 2k ÷ 1. In particular, the root cell has 
computed its output at worst by step (n(n + 1)/2) + 2n + 1 = O(n2), and if 
this output is zero, it accepts the input string. 
3.5. Palindromes 
We now describe a UTCA that accepts palindromes which are a power of 
two in length in diameter time. As a preliminary to this, we show how the 
cells on the kth level of a UTCA can be made a count modulo 2 k i.e., to 
change state every 2 k time steps. We do this by outputting l's from the base 
cells, repeatedly. A non-base cell outputs l's on alternate times that it 
receives l's from its sons. Readily, this implies that the cells on level k 
output l's at time steps that differ by 2 k. We can regard such a cell as 
initially being in state 0; changing to state 1 when it receives l's from its 
sons; changing back to state 0, and outputting 1, the next time it receives l's 
from its sons; and so on. 
Now suppose that whenever a cell is in state 0, it copies its left son's 
value, and when it is in state 1, it copies its right son's value. Thus a cell just 
above the base (on level 1) copies its left and right sons' values alternately; a 
cell on level 2 copies the left and right sons of its left son, then the left and 
right sons of its right son, repeatedly; and so on. By induction, it follows that 
a cell on level k copies the values of the cells below it in its base, in left to 
right sequence, at steps k, k + 1 ..... k + 2 k -  1; and this process then repeats 
(modulo 2k). In particular, the root cell copies the entire base, in sequence, 
starting at step n. 
Using a mirror image of this process we can also get the root cell to scan 
the base in right to left sequence. It can thus compare the two scans, point 
by point, and accept if their first halves match---i.e., if no mismatch as been 
found by the time the root cell enters state 1. The total time required is 
n + 2"-1 steps (the scans start at step n, when the values begin to reach the 
root), i.e., diameter time. This algorithm does not, however, generalize to 
palindromes of arbitrary length. 
This result is in fact optimal, since acceptance by the root cell depends 
only on the sequence of states of each of its sons, and there are at most 
IQI t-" such sequences of length t, where Q is the state set of the UTCA and 
Qz ~_ Q is the input alphabet (the first n states must always be the quiescent 
state). Now each half of the base has I Q 12" 1 possible configurations. Thus, if 
t - -  n < 2 n-l, two of these configurations, ay B~ and B 2, must give rise to 
the same sequence. This means that if the root accepts B~ [[B~ in t time 
steps, where t < 2 "-1 + n, it must also accept B z I[ B~, which is not a palin- 
drome. Thus, no UTCA can accept palindromes in less than 2"-1 + n steps. 
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4. PYRAMID CELLULAR AUTOMATA 
In a pyramid cellular automaton, the two-dimensional nalog of a TCA, 
cells are organized in an exponentially tapering stack of two-dimensional 
bounded cellular arrays where the bottom array is 2 n by 2 n, the next lowest 
2 . -  1 by 2 n- 1, and so on, until the top array consists of a single cell. 
Each cell is connected to a father cell on the level above, to its four 
brother cells on the current level, and to four son cells (in a 2 by 2 block) on 
the level below. The nine neighbors are shown in Fig. 2. The input array is 
stored in the bottom layer; the other cells are all initially in a quiescent state. 
The pyramid accepts its input if the cell at its apex enters an accepting state. 
A pyramid for input arrays of size 2 n by 2 ~ has n + 1 levels, so many 
basic operations can be carried out in only O(log array-diameter) time steps 
since the distance between any two cells is at most 2n. In particular, only n 
time steps are required to transmit information from any base cell to the 
apex cell. The cost required to improve the potential lower bound time from 
O(diameter) to O(log diameter) is moderate--less than a third more cells in 
the pyramid than in the cellular array. 
Formal definitions of bounded cellular array acceptor (CA), pyramid 
cellular acceptor (PCA), up-down pyramid cellular acceptor (UDPCA), and 
bottom-up yramid cellular acceptor (UPCA) are straightforward extensions 
of their one-dimensional nalogs and are given in (Dyer, 1979). It can be 
shown that nondeterministic (deterministic) PCA's and UDPCA's are 
equivalent in language-accepting power to nondeterministic (deterministic) 
CA's. Nondeterministic UPCA's can also be shown to be equivalent o 
I 
/, 
FIG. 2. Pyramid cellular automaton. 
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nondeterministic CA's, whereas deterministic UPCA's are strictly weaker 
than deterministic CA's but strictly stronger than fixed-scan two-dimensional 
FSA's. See (Dyer, 1979) for details: 
Many of the one-dimensional l nguages accepted by UTCA's can also be 
defined in two dimensions and accepted by UPCA's by direct extension of 
the one-dimensional lgorithms. For example, the parity, equality, and 
majority languages are readily seen to be extendible to two dimensions. Thus 
all three languages can be accepted by a UPCA in log diameter time. It is 
interesting that not only do UPCA's accept he majority language faster than 
CA's (Kosaraju, 1974), but also the algorithm is conceptually much simpler 
and more natural. See (Dyer, 1979) for other languages which are accepted 
by UPCA's. 
Tasks which involve measuring eometrical properties of an input array 
are not so easily extended to two dimensions, since now a cell's sons' bases 
are adjacent at an unbounded number of places, rather than just at one point 
as in the one-dimensional case. In other words, because the pyramid is 
exponentially tapering, the length of the border around a cell's base increases 
exponentially with the cell's level in the pyramid. This limits the power of 
UPCA's, at least as regards their potential speed advantages over CA's, 
since for this class of tasks the root cell must necessarily take diameter time 
to merge the results obtained by its sons along the O(diameter) length 
common boundaries where their bases touch. 
To illustrate this problem, consider the task of detecting arbitrary local 
patterns by a UPCA. If the pattern is positioned exactly in the middle of the 
base, the cells at a bounded height above the base cannot see all of it, hence 
cannot detect it. Indeed, a UPCA cannot detect he presence of an arbitrary 
local property in less than diameter time for this reason. Intuitively, the root 
must check O(diameter) distinct positions where the pattern could occur in 
its base, but which could not have been checked by cells lower in the UPCA 
since parts of the pattern overlap the borders between the root's sons' bases. 
These O(diameter) possible positions where the given pattern could occur 
cannot all be checked by a single cell in less than diameter time. A formal 
proof of this lower bound uses a counting argument similar to that used in 
Section 3.5 and is left for the reader. 
We now describe how a UPCA can detect the presence of a 2 m by 2 m 
pattern in a 2 n by 2 n array in diameter time. A cell c on level k will check all 
those 2 m by 2 m blocks of base cells which extend across the borders between 
o's sons' bases. Figure 3 illustrates the base cells of c which it must consider. 
It is easily verified that there are 2(2 m -- 1)2 k -  3(2 m-  1) 2 distinct 2 m by 2 ~ 
blocks to be checked by c. 
Each cell on level m copies the states of the entire base beneath it and 
(a) decides whether or not the pattern matches its base, and 
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F~G. 3. Shaded cells are those which may be part  of  a match  on level k. 
(b) outputs two length 2 m - 1 strings, L and R, at each time step such 
that at time step t )m,  L contains the leftmost 2 m-  1 states in row 
(t - m)mod 2 m of its base, and R contains the rightmost 2 m - 1 states in the 
same row. 
Now assume all cells on level k output their base rows' leftmost and 
rightmost 2 m - 1 states modulo 2 k. That is, each cell sequentially outputs the 
2 k by 2 m -- 1 vertical bands of states which are adjacent o the left and right 
borders of the cell's base (see Fig. 4). A cell c on level k + 1 can decide 
whether or not the pattern occurs anywhere in its base, and also output its L 
and R strings modulo 2 k+~ as follows. 
First, c can use a modulo 2 k+~ counter and the outputs of its sons to 
compute its own L and R strings by outputting for the first 2 k time steps the 
L string of its upper-left son and the R string of its upper-right son. For the 
next 2 ~ time steps c outputs the L string of its lower-left son and the R string 
from its lower-right son. Readily, since each son of c is sending its L and R 
strings modulo 2 k, c can repeat this procedure to output its own strings. 
Simultaneously, c can decide whether or not the pattern occurs anywhere 
in its base as follows. If the pattern was detected by one of c's sons, then c 
signals detection. Otherwise, c must check those positions where the pattern 
could overlap across the border between its sons' bases. To do this we need 
only check the 2 k+~ by 2(2 m-  1) vertical and horizontal bands of cells 
centered on the middle column and row of e's 
FIG. 4. 
states. 
Each  cell on level k must  output  two 2 k by 
base, respectively. In fact, only 
7/  
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2 m - 1 vertical bands  of  its base cells' 
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FIG. 5. A 2 m by 2(2 m-  1) window scans down a cell's midbase vertical band checking 
for pattern matches. 
a 2 m by 2(2 m-  1) window into these bands needs to be stored by c at any 
time. We now show how c can use its modulo 2 k+l counter and its sons' 
outputs to scan its vertical band (Fig. 5). 
For the first 2 ~ time steps c constructs its vertical band row by row by 
concatenating its upper-left son's R string with its uper-right son's L string. 
For the next 2 k time steps c concatenates its lower-left son's R string with its 
lower-right son's L string, c stores a running window of the most recently 
scanned 2 m rows, and so after time step k + 2 m ¢ begins checking at each 
step whether or not the pattern is present anywhere in its current 2 m by 
2(2 m - 1) window. If c ever detects a match, it immediately sends a match 
signal up the pyramid. 
Similarly, each cell can be made to simultaneously scan its horizontal 
band. (This means that the cells on level m also have to output the 
uppermost and lowermost 2 rn -  1 states in each column modulo 2m.) Hence, 
if the pattern is contained in the base of a cell on level k, the root cell will 
enter an accepting state no later than time step k + 2 k + (n - k) + 2 k + n. In 
the worst case the pattern is only detectable by the root cell, and 2 n + n steps 
or diameter time is required. 
If we assume that the 2 m by 2 m pattern occurs at least once and is equally 
likely to appear anywhere in the 2 ~ by 2 n base and m << n, the diameter time 
worst case bound reduces to log diameter time in the average case. That is, 
there are 4 ~-k cells on level k, and each checks 2(2 m - 1)2 k - 3(2 m - -  1) 2 2 m 
by 2 m blocks for the presence of the pattern. Thus on level k (k ~> m) a total 
of (4n-k(2(2 m-  1)2 k -  3(2 m-  1)2)) 2 m by 2 m blocks are inspected. It is 
easily verified that after processing the (m + 2)nd level over half of the 2 2" 
blocks have already been checked. Since the root cell will know whether or 
not the pattern is detected on any of the levels m,..., m + 2 by time step 
2 m+2 + n, the log diameter average time bound results. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A class of triangle cellular automata has been defined which improves the 
potential acceptance time for accepting one-dimensional languages to the 
logarithm of the input length. Conventional bounded cellular automata 
require time proportional to the length for nontrivial acceptance tasks. The 
tradeoff of time for increased hardware is moderate---twice as many cells in 
the triangle as in a one-dimensional cellular automaton. 
A UTCA was defined so that information can be transmitted only up the 
triangle. If the cells in the base do not have any positional information in the 
initial configuration, then clearly they can never know their positions in the 
base. By induction, no cell higher in the UTCA can ever have positional 
information. Thus no cell can know the position of its subtriangle in the 
UTCA and in particular, no cell can know that it is the root of the UTCA. 
This enforces strict adherence to the concept of local processing, since the 
computation on a given cell's base must be completed entirely within that 
cell's subtriangle. This implies that UTCA algorithms must use a balanced 
divide-and-conquer method which composes olutions to two problems with 
base size 2"-1 into a single solution to the size 2 n problem. 
In two dimensions, a class of pyramid cellular automata has been defined 
which also improves the potential acceptance time to the logarithm of the 
array diameter. Again the divide-and-conquer technique has been used to 
decompose an array problem into four subproblems on the quadrants plus a 
single merging problem. Unlike the one-dimensional case, the length of the 
boundary where the quadrants touch grows with a cell's level, and therefore 
the merge time for many geometric tasks also grows with the level. 
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